NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL, 104 AREA, VISAKHAPATNAM
ACTIVITY REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2020
I.

Special Assemblies:

1. 5th Sep - Teachers’ Day:
To honour and show gratitude towards the teachers, this day is celebrated
every year on 5th September. The Covid 19 could not suppress the zeal and
enthusiasm of the children this year too. The children from KG to senior
secondary all shared their videos of messages, speeches for their teachers.
These were further compiled and circulated in all WhatsApp groups and
shared with all students and teachers.
Principal shared a message wishing all the teachers. The Vice Principal, 104
Area Mrs Srividya addressed all the teachers on this occasion and played
online games to make this day a memorable and enjoyable one.
2. 3rd Sep - International Day of Peace:
This day is celebrated by all forgetting their differences and to contribute to
building a culture of peace. Class 9th P and Q children made a video
imparting this universal message. It was played during the assembly of all the
classes.
3. 8th Sep - Literacy Day:
The KG wing of the school celebrated the Literacy Day to mark the importance
of being literate in our life. On this day teachers of the KG wing took session
for the school amma’s and baabu’s and taught them simple basics of English,
Hindi and Maths
4. 10th Sep - International Day for Elimination of Violence Against Women:
This day is marked to uplift and protect the women of our society. A Special
was conducted by class XII P Tanya and Arushi Sharma talked about the
rights of women in our society.

5. 11th Sep – Hindi Diwas:
This day is celebrated to mark the adoption of Hindi as the national language
of our country. On this day children spoke about the importance of the day.
Dances were performed and few poems were also recited by the students.

6. 21st Sep – Grandparents Day:
This day was celebrated by the KG wing to the school where children virtually
shared their videos of songs and stories online to express their love for their
grandparents. Various online games were also organised for the grandparents.

MEETINGS/WORKSHOPS/IMPORTANT EVENTS:
1. 2nd Sep:
Principal NCS conducted a meeting with the teachers of class 6th to 12th to
discuss the mode of conduct of half yearly exams. Important dates like
submission of papers corrections and results were finalised.
2. 7th Sep:
Class 11th PTI was conducted online to discuss their UT-1 results. Also the
parents were oriented about class 11th schedule of exams and assessments.
3. 9th to 14th Sep:
Principal NCS conducted Pre Examination interaction with the students of
class 9th to 12th and the same was done by Vice Principal 104 Area for
classes 6th to 8th to clarify their doubts about online conduct of half yearly
exams.
4. 10th Sep:
Mock exam was conducted for class 6th to 12th to train them for online mode
for writing half yearly exams.

5. 19th Sep:
Dr Beatress School counsellor NCS, NSB conducted a workshop for teachers
of all wings on the topic 'Work Life Balance'
Principal NCS also added health tips during the workshop overall it was very
helpful and fruitful impart of knowledge.
.
Online Examination Schedule:
1. Half Yearly Exams:
Half Yearly exam for class 9th and 12 started from 11 September and 6th to
10th from 14 September and 1-5 classes Term-1 assessment-2 from 7th – 29th
were conducted with online invigilation by the concerned teachers.

(Mrs Srividya)
Vice-Principal

